Abstract-Here we describe a speech-synthesis method using templates that can generate recording-sentence sets for speech databases and produce natural sounding synthesized speech. Applying this method to the Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK) weather report radio program reduced the size of the recording-sentence set required to just a fraction of that needed by a comparable method. After integrating the recording voice of the generated recording-sentence set into the speech database, speech was produced by a voice synthesizer using templates. In a paired-comparison test, 66 % of the speech samples synthesized by our system using templates were preferred to those produced by a conventional voice synthesizer. In an evaluation test using a five-point mean opinion score (MOS) scale, the speech samples synthesized by our system scored 4.97, whereas the maximum score for commercially available voice synthesizers was 3.09. In addition, we developed an automatic broadcast system for the weather report program using the speech-synthesis method and speech-rate converter. The system was evaluated using real weather data for more than 1 year, and exhibited sufficient stability and synthesized speech quality for broadcast purposes.
is the only source of weather information. Some listeners in these areas create weather maps based on the broadcast data, and use them to forecast the weather for their location.
It is difficult for the announcers to regulate their speech rate during the weather report program, in order to allow sufficient time for the listeners to write down the information while also ensuring that all of the data are broadcast within the time available. An automatic broadcast system for the weather report program that can easily adjust the speech rate with a high-quality speech-rate converter [2] is thus desirable.
Several speech-synthesis systems have been reported [3] - [7] . These are not suitable for developing an automatic broadcast system, however, because the synthesized speech samples they produce sound unnatural, and listeners cannot tolerate them for long periods of time.
We therefore propose a speech-synthesis method using templates to produce natural-sounding synthesized speech that is similar to the human voice. In conventional speech-synthesis methods, speech processing for pitch conversion or parameterization, which compensates for the lack of appropriate synthesis units in small speech databases, degrades the speech quality. However, in the proposed speech-synthesis method, all of the synthesis units needed by the voice synthesizer can be included in the speech database, so speech processing for pitch conversion or parameterization is not necessary. Moreover, synthesis units can be positioned appropriately by the voice synthesizer using unified templates generated when the speech database is created.
Using the proposed speech-synthesis method and speechrate converter, we developed an automatic broadcast system for the weather report program. We conducted a trial of the system for more than 1 year using weather data available on the internet. The results confirmed that the system has sufficient stability and synthesized speech quality for broadcast purposes.
The current paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the naturalness of conventional speech-synthesis methods. Section III gives an overview of our proposed speech-synthesis method. Section IV describes the sentencegeneration method for creating unified templates and the speech database, which are required for producing synthesized speech. Section V evaluates our sentence-generation method. Section VI describes the voice synthesizer using unified templates. Sections VII and VIII detail subjective evaluations of the voice synthesizer. Section IX describes the automatic broadcast system for the weather report program developed using our speech-synthesis method and voice converter. Finally, Section X summarizes our findings.
II. Naturalness of Conventional
Speech-Synthesis Methods Before describing our method, this section reviews the performance of conventional speech-synthesis methods in terms of naturalness.
Speech-synthesis method by compilation of recorded speech sound has been used for broadcasting for more than 20 years. This method is also used for airport and train announcement systems [8] . Although speech synthesized by this method has not been evaluated, it has been considered to achieve human voice quality because it has been used in broadcast systems. However, the contents of speech synthesized by this method are limited to combinations of the recorded phrases connected at silent sections. Thus, this method cannot be utilized for the weather report program, because its content is too wideranging. Moreover, this method does not take coarticulation into account, suggesting that the naturalness of synthesized speech is degraded without enough silence sections [9] . Indeed, 91% of synthesized speech with coarticulation was evaluated as more natural than synthesized speech without coarticulation [9] .
Speech synthesized by the Hidden Markov model (HMM) method was evaluated [6] . Speech was synthesized by 14 methods, including the HMM system, under similar conditions using the same speech database and evaluation sentences. A subjective evaluation test with a five-point mean opinion score (MOS) scale was used, and speech synthesized by the HMM system was rated at about 3.1 by speech experts. The best speech-synthesis system was rated at about 3.7 by the speech experts, although its identity was not revealed as all systems were tested anonymously. The MOS for natural speech was about 4.7, so none of the systems achieved similar naturalness to the human voice. In addition, speech synthesized by Japanese methods developed within the past two years was evaluated [10] , [11] . In these tests, none of the systems achieved similar naturalness to the human voice.
Speech synthesized by the concatenative speech-synthesis method was also evaluated [5] , [12] . In these papers, two subjective evaluation tests were performed. In the first, speech synthesized by 10 commercially available systems and XIMERA, which is a proposed concatenative speechsynthesis method, was evaluated. The results showed a statistically meaningful improvement in performance using XIMERA compared with the other systems. In the second, speech synthesized by XIMERA using different-sized speech databases was evaluated using the five-point MOS scale. Speech synthesized using the largest database was rated at about 3.4, whereas natural speech was rated at about 4.8. Thus, XIMERA did not produce synthesized speech with similar naturalness to the human voice.
We therefore concluded that conventional speech-synthesis methods could not achieve synthesized speech with similar naturalness to the human voice, and that the best conventional speech-synthesis method was the concatenative method using a huge speech database like XIMERA.
III. Overview of the Proposed Speech-Synthesis
Method We thus identified a need to develop a speech-synthesis method that can generate natural-sounding synthesized speech, similar to the human voice.
Quality degradation of synthesized speech can be caused by speech processing used for pitch conversion or parameterization, which is intended to compensate for a lack of appropriate synthesis units using small speech databases [12] , [13] . The best results are therefore achieved by concatenative speechsynthesis methods using huge speech databases like XIMERA, because the synthesis units used by the voice synthesizer are often included in the database and speech processing for pitch conversion or parameterization is not required.
In order to produce synthesized speech similar to the human voice, all of the synthesis units needed by a voice synthesizer must be included in the speech database.
The speech database is created by recording the voices of announcers or actors/actresses reading out a set of specific sentences. Natural-sounding synthesized speech similar to the human voice might therefore be achieved by generating a recording-sentence set that includes all of the synthesis units needed by the voice synthesizer.
In general, a huge number of synthesis units is needed by the voice synthesizer because the synthesis units must be treated as variants due to possible differences in factors such as coarticulation, pitch, the position of the sentence, accent, intonation, and emotion. However, a smaller number of synthesis units is needed for the weather report program, because the input texts can be described by multiple templates. For example, a representative input text for the weather report program can be described using the following template: "A low-pressure area will develop into a typhoon [number of hours] later on [date] ." (Note that English is used for explanatory purposes alone here, as the real system can be used only for Japanese). Here, [number of hours] and [date] are variables: the former is assigned values such as "1 hour", "2 hours", and so on; and the latter is assigned values such as "January 1", "April 23", and so on. Thus, the recording-sentence set that includes all of the synthesis units needed by the voice synthesizer for the weather report program is relatively small, and could be recorded in a realistic time period.
Our speech-synthesis method consists of a sentence generator and a voice synthesizer. Fig. 1 shows the proposed method. It was necessary to create unified templates and a speech database before producing synthesized speech. This framework ensures that all the synthesis units needed by the voice synthesizer are included in the speech database, and speech can be produced without any pitch conversion or parameterization.
In the sentence generator, the unified templates and recording-sentence set are generated from input templates, which are able to describe all of the input sentences of the voice synthesizer. Multiple input templates are thus permissible.
After the recording-sentence set is generated, it is read out by announcers. The recording voice is integrated into the speech database and the speech database includes more than one voice-waveform sample of all the synthesis units. The method used to create the unified templates and speech database is described in section IV.
In the voice synthesizer, speech is produced from an input sentence using the unified templates and speech database. Many combinations of the voice-waveform samples of synthesis units in the speech database can realize synthesized speech for the input sentence; however, only those combinations allowed by the unified templates are considered instead of using prosody information. The combination of voice-waveform samples with the largest cross-correlation is selected, the chosen samples are concatenated considering the phase shift, and the result is output as synthesized speech. The method used to produce synthesized speech is described in section VI.
The main technical contribution of this work is the development of a sentence-generation and speech-synthesis method in which the input texts of the speech-synthesis system can be described by multiple templates. Unlike conventional methods, our approach can generate a recording-sentence set from a huge number of recording-sentence candidates in a realistic time frame.
Moreover, our speech-synthesis method does not require estimations of pitch and phoneme duration with the use of unified templates; estimations of pitch and phoneme duration that is inherent in conventional speech-synthesis methods make the potential for errors. Therefore our method can produce synthesized speech with similar naturalness to the human voice.
IV. Sentence Generator Using Templates
We previously developed a sentence-generation method for stock-price bulletins [9] . This method can be used with up to 1 billion recording-sentence candidates. It is therefore unsuitable for the weather report program, which has around 10 29 recording-sentence candidates. Other sentence-generation methods have also been proposed [14] - [18] ; however, the number of recording-sentence candidates for these methods is only 1 million at the highest estimate, and so they are also unsuitable for this purpose.
As we mentioned in the previous section, although the number of recording-sentence candidates is around 10 29 for the weather report program, all of the input texts can be described by multiple templates. Our sentence-generation method using templates can generate a recording-sentence set without selecting from 10 29 recording sentence candidates. This section details our sentence-generation method.
A. Template Format
The templates described here include variables denoted as " The notation "A low-pressure area | will develop..." means that coarticulation effect between "A low-pressure area" and "will develop..." need not be taken into account. The contents of the templates for the weather report program are decided by the Japan Meteorological Agency.
B. Comparison and Unification of Templates by Dynamic Programming (DP)
In order to reduce the size of the required recordingsentence set, templates that can describe all of the input texts are compared and unified using DP [19] . For example, in the case of the templates "A low-pressure area | (will develop into a typhoon OR will move [direction]) | on [date]." and "A lowpressure area | is expected to be located in [place] | on [date] .", DP gives a unified template described as "A low-pressure area | (will develop into a typhoon OR will move [direction] OR is expected to be located in [place]) | on [date] ." Fig. 2 shows an example of the unified templates.
The comparison order is the input order. Initially, a comparison between the first input template and the second input template is performed. Next, a comparison between the third template and the unified templates, which is made from first and second input templates, is performed. Then, a comparison between the fourth template and the unified templates is performed, and so on. When a comparison is performed, the similarity P is calculated by following equations:
Here, H is the hit, S is the substitution error, D is the deletion error, and I is the insertion error in the DP result. If the similarity is more than a threshold that is decided beforehand, the input template is merged to the unified template with the highest similarity. If the similarity is less than the threshold, the input template is not merged and added to the unified templates. Thus, if the threshold is high (nearly 1.0), the input template tends to be unmerged and the number of unified templates increases. if the threshold is low (nearly 0.0), the input template tends to be merged and the number of unified templates decreases. In the performance evaluation described below, the threshold is 0.3, which means that if there is more than 30 % similarity between the unified template and the input template, the latter is merged with the former.
C. Sequential Greedy Algorithm for Consecutive Variables
In the nodes of the unified templates, if there are consecutive variables, the number of recording sentences increases. For example, the number of elements of the consecutive variables, " [ [ones]" can be synthesized. Therefore, to reduce the size of the required recording-sentence set, a sequential greedy algorithm is employed using the following steps.
First, the initial value of the maximum number of synthesis units in one combination of consecutive variables is set to 0. Second, if the number of synthesis units in one combination of consecutive variables is more than the maximum, the combination of consecutive variables is added to the output, and the maximum is set to the number of synthesis units. In such cases, the system counts only those synthesis units not included in the output. If the number of synthesis units in one combination of consecutive variables is less than the maximum, no action is taken.
Third, all of the combinations of consecutive variables are tested.
Fourth, if the maximum number is still equal to 0, all of the synthesis units are included in the output; if not, steps one to four are repeated.
For example, the number of the recording sentence set for " [thousand] [hundred] [tens] [ones]" is 405 when a sequential greedy algorithm is applied for Japanese digits. Subsequently, consecutive variables are treated as a single entity including elements whose number equals the output generated by this method.
D. Optimization Problem for Generating Recording-Sentence Set
To minimize the number of recording sentences that need to be recorded, the optimization problem for unified templates must be configured. The coarticulation effect is reduced among the nodes of the unified templates. Thus, each element of the nodes is independent from the elements of the nodes that come before and after.
The number of times that a phrase exists in a recordingsentence set should be more than the number of the elements of the variables included in the phrase, because a recordingsentence set should include all of the elements of all of the variables in all of the phrases over all of the templates. For example, in the case shown in Fig. 2 , if the number of elements of the variable [date] in phrase-5 "on [date]" is 366, then F 5 , which denotes the number of times that a recording-sentence set includes phrase-5, should be more than 366. Similarly, if the numbers of elements of the variables in phrase-3 and phrase-4 are 16 and 100, respectively, then F 3 and F 4 , which denote the number of times that a recording-sentence set includes phrase-3 and phrase-4, respectively, must be more than 16 and 100. Therefore, the inequalities are as follows:
In producing synthesized speech, the voice-waveform samples at the start of the input text should comprise those at the start of the sentence in the speech database, and the voice-waveform samples at the end of the input text should consist of those at the end of the sentence in the speech database. This is because synthesized speech is more natural when the position of the selected voice-waveform samples in the speech database and the position where the voice-waveform samples are used in the input text are uniform. This means that only recording sentences that start from the "start node" and end at the "end node" are generated. Taking this condition into account, the number of times that a phrase is included is equal to the sum of all of the paths that lead up to that phrase and the sum of all of the paths that follow on from that phrase. The equations describing the process are as follows:
Here, F START and F END are the number of times that the recording-sentence set includes the "start node" and the "end node", respectively. N ij is the number of times that the recording-sentence set includes the path from phrase-i to phrase-j. Therefore, the sentence generator involves the optimization problem of minimizing the F START under the conditions of the inequalities and equations. This problem can be solved by using the simplex method [20] to obtain the number of times that phrases and paths are included. 
E. Sentence-Generation Process
To generate the recording-sentence set, in the beginning the "start node" connects to phrase-1, so the first element of the variable in phrase-1 is used. If there are no variables and only one fixed part in phrase-1, the system regards the fixed part as the variable including only one element. Then, phrase-1 connects to phrase-2, phrase-3, and phrase-4. Initially, phrase-2 is selected and the first element of the variable in phrase-2 is used. Next, phrase-2 connects to phrase-5, so the first element of the variable in phrase-5 is used. Finally, phrase-5 connects to the "end node", so one sentence is generated to connect all of the elements selected from the "start node" to the "end node". For example, if phrase-1 is "A lowpressure area", phrase-2 is "will develop into a typhoon", and phrase-5 is "on January 1", then "A low-pressure area will develop into a typhoon on January 1." is generated. Subsequently, as described above, in the beginning the "start node" connects to phrase-1 and the second element of the variable in phrase-1 is used, because the first element has already been used. If all of the elements have already been used, the first element is re-used. Next, phrase-1 connects to phrase-2, phrase-3, and phrase-4. If the accumulated number of times of inclusion of the path from phrase-1 to phrase-2 is less than N 12 , which is obtained by the simplex method [20] , phrase-2 is re-selected and the next element of the variable in phrase-2 is used. If the accumulated number of times of inclusion of the path from phrase-1 to phrase-2 is more than N 12 , phrase-3 is selected and the first element of the variable in phrase 3 is used.
These sentence-generation processes are repeated F START times.
V. Performance Evaluation of the Sentence
Generator To examine the performance of the sentence generator described in section IV, we created a recording-sentence set from nine templates used in the weather report program [21] . Conventional methods [9] , [14] - [18] could not be used in this case, because the number of recording-sentence candidates was around 10 29 . We therefore compared the sentencegeneration method with a method that randomly generated a recording-sentence set from templates according to the following procedure. First, a template was selected randomly.
Second, a path of branches and abbreviations in the selected template was selected randomly. Third, an element in the variables in the phrase on the selected path was selected randomly. These operations were repeated until arrival at the "end node".
The coverage of the elements in the variables in the recording-sentence set generated by the random method was calculated (Fig. 3) . As the number of recording sentences increased, the coverage increased, and we found that 40 000 recording sentences achieved 99.7 % coverage. The size of the required recording-sentence set rapidly increased as the coverage increased. A similar tendency has been reported elsewhere [14] , [18] .
Our sentence-generation method was also performed with the same nine templates. Two unified templates were generated, and the number of required recording sentences was 1085. The coverage calculated from these 1085 sentences was 100 %. The number of recording sentences required by our method was just a few percent of that required by the random method, with coverage of more than 95 %.
To investigate the effects of DP, we compared "the sentencegeneration method with DP" with "the sentence-generation method without DP." We created a recording-sentence set by the sentence-generation method without DP under the same conditions as with DP. The number of required recording sentences was 4 514 without DP compared with 1 085 with DP. Therefore, in this case, the use of DP reduced the number of required recording sentences to 24 % of that without DP.
VI. Voice Synthesizer Using Templates
In general, concatenative voice synthesizers search for the best combination of voice-waveform samples of synthesis units, which maximize the sum of the target score and the concatenation score [4] , [5] , [7] , [13] . The target score is usually calculated as the similarity of the fundamental frequency and the phoneme duration between the voice-waveform candidates and the target values. The target values are estimated from the input text and it is difficult to avoid errors. Therefore, the selected best combination does not always yield natural sounding synthesized speech.
We therefore propose a voice synthesizer using unified templates created by the sentence generator described in section IV. In our voice synthesizer, the unified templates are used instead of the target score. The following section describes the voice synthesizer using the following sample input text: "Typhoon No. 3 is moving northeast in the south of Okinawa on August 1." (Note that English is used here for explanatory purposes again, and the real system can synthesize only Japanese).
Our voice synthesizer involves matching the input text and unified templates, which are usually multiple. Our example uses the following two unified templates: first, "Typhoon and [date], are also variables. Fig. 4 shows the comparison process between the input text and unified templates.
Initially, the voice synthesizer compares the input text with the first unified template, and examines whether they are consistent. If they are not, the voice synthesizer finishes this comparison and then begins to compare the input text with the second unified template. In this case, the input text is found to be consistent with the second unified template. (Note that in English, words are separated by spaces, unlike Japanese words such as "IliveinTokyo". Therefore, when applying these algorithms with Japanese, variants of word division must also be taken into account. For example, both "I saw it together." and "Is a wit to get her?" should be considered.).
After the matched template is found, the voice synthesizer searches for all the combinations of adjacent voicewaveform samples from punctuation to punctuation that are included in the node of the matched template. Then, the voice synthesizer selects the combination of voice-waveform samples that makes the largest cross-correlation possible. For example, for the "in [direction] of [place]" part, the voice synthesizer searches for the combinations of the "(in) + the", "in-(the) + sou", "the-(south) + of", "th-(of) + Oki", and "of-(Okinawa)" voice-waveform samples. Here, the notation "the-(south) + of" corresponds to the word "south" preceded by the word "the" and followed by the word "of".
Two points should be noted here. First, synthesis units in all of the templates have more than one voice-waveform sample in the speech database, because the recording sentences read out by an announcer are designed to include any synthesis units from all of the unified templates. Second, the voice synthesizer uses only the voice-waveform samples of the synthesis units that are included in the matched template. This means that although there are many voice-waveform samples of "the-(south) + of" synthesis unit in the speech database, only those in the matched template are used. This is because the voicewaveform samples of the synthesis units in the matched template might have a similar fundamental frequency or spectrum to the real value, whereas those in another template might differ.
Finally, the speech-synthesis system connects the selected voice-waveform samples adjusting the phase at the connection points, and outputs the results as synthesized speech.
VII. Performance Evaluation (1)

A. Listening Test
We conducted a paired comparison test to assess the naturalness of speech samples produced by the proposed voice synthesizer using templates and those produced by a conventional concatenative voice synthesizer as described previously [7] . The speech database for both voice synthesizers was created from 1 085 recording sentences that were generated by the sentence generation method described in section V. When the announcer read the recording sentences, we asked him to reduce the coarticulation effect at boundary marks.
The evaluation used 63 sentences that were not included in the speech database. In total, 126 test speech samples were synthesized by the proposed method and the conventional method.
To conduct the test, a loud-speaker was set up in a soundproof room. The subjects were five males and five females without any known hearing problems. They were asked to judge which of two test speech samples with the same content they considered to sound more natural. They were not allowed to rate both test speech samples in a pair as equally natural sounding. Each speech sample of a pair was arranged in random order, and the order of the sentence pairs was also randomized. They were asked to listen to the test speech samples only once, because of their long duration. The subjects rested intermittently.
B. Results
The experimental results (including the 95 % confidence intervals) are shown in Fig. 5 . In total, 66 % of the synthesized speech samples produced by the proposed method were evaluated as sounding more natural than those produced by the conventional method.
The advantage of our approach compared with the conventional method is that only the voice-waveform samples included in the matched template are used. If the cost function in the voice-waveform search corresponding to the perceptual characteristics was known, the pitch and phoneme duration could be estimated without error, and if complete searching without pruning was realistic, the synthesized speech produced by the conventional method would be as natural as that generated by the proposed method. This is because the search scope of the conventional method includes that of the proposed method.
VIII. Performance Evaluation (2) A. Listening Test
We conducted a subjective quality-evaluation test using a five-point scale to assess the naturalness of the speech samples produced by the proposed voice synthesizer.
The evaluation used 63 sentences that were not included in the speech database. Thus, 252 test speech samples were synthesized using four methods: three commercially available voice synthesizers and the proposed voice synthesizer. Natural speech samples of 63 sentences were also included. Hence, a total of 315 test speech samples were prepared for the evaluation.
To conduct the test, a loud-speaker was set up in a soundproof room. The subjects were seven males and five females without any known hearing problems. They were asked to listen to the test speech samples only once because of their long duration. The subjects were instructed to evaluate the presented test speech sample in terms of its perceived naturalness on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 denoting "entirely natural", 4 denoting "negligibly unnatural", 3 denoting "slightly poor", 2 denoting "poor", and 1 denoting "very poor". For each trial, the speech samples were presented in a random order. The subjects rested intermittently.
B. Results
The results are presented as the MOS and standard deviation (Fig. 6) . CA1, CA2, and CA3 denote the three commercially Fig. 7 . Data flow for automatic broadcast system. The system uses weather data that are publicly available on the internet instead of the exclusive data passed from the Japan Meteorological Agency to the NHK. available voice synthesizers. The MOS of natural speech was 4.99. The MOS of the speech samples synthesized by the proposed voice synthesizer was 4.97, whereas the highest MOS achieved by the commercially available voice synthesizers was 3.09. The subjective evaluation confirmed the superiority of the proposed voice synthesizer compared with the commercially available ones. This was considered to be because commercially available voice synthesizers transform the voice-waveform into target values of acoustic features, reducing the naturalness of synthesized speech. By contrast, the proposed voice synthesizer uses voice-waveforms that are not transformed into target values.
Our method does not use intonation, stress, and rhythm directly; rather, it takes account of them by using the matched templates. Only the voice-waveform samples that exist in the same place in the input sentence are used. This means that the voice-waveform samples in the matched template might have a similar fundamental frequency or spectrum to the real value, whereas those in another template might differ. As a result, the intonation, stress, and rhythm are re-created effectively.
IX. Automatic Broadcast System for Weather
Report Program We developed an automatic broadcast system for the weather report program using the proposed speech-synthesis method and speech-rate converter [2] . The system uses weather data that are publicly available on the internet, whereas exclusive data that are passed from the Japan Meteorological Agency to the NHK are used for the actual weather report radio program. This is to avoid the potential for errors in the prototype system to disrupt other broadcasting systems. As our main purpose was to verify the stability and quality of our system, the publicly available weather data were suitable despite the 1-day delay compared with the exclusive data. Fig. 7 shows the data flow for the developed automatic broadcast system.
The automatic broadcast system starts to analyze the weather data when it detects an update of the weather data. The system extracts the date information from the header and divides it into the following three parts: "weather in each place", "weather from the ships", and "fishery weather".
For the first two, the recording compilation speech-synthesis method can be used, and the weather data must be split into words or phrases. For the third, the proposed speech-synthesis method can be used and the weather data can be split into sentences. It takes only 20 seconds to analyze the weather data and produce synthesized speech. The system is therefore ready to broadcast just 20 seconds after receiving the weather data.
When the play button is pushed or the broadcast time arrives, the system plays synthesized speech using a speechrate converter. Even if sentences are skipped, a temporary stop occurs, or the broadcast time is changed, it is possible to fit the remaining synthesized speech into the remaining broadcast time frame, because the system controls the synthesizedspeech rate in real time.
We have examined the system every weekday from June 6, 2011 to the present. Three sets of weather data (for the morning, evening, and night) are uploaded daily. In our trial, a single subject has listened to the weather report program produced by our proposed system approximately 750 times. The results have identified no significant problems with the stability of the system or the quality of the synthesized speech. We are therefore planning to use the system for the real broadcast in spring, 2014.
X. Conclusion
We developed a speech-synthesis method using templates that can generate a recording-sentence set for a speech database, and produce natural sounding synthesized speech. Applying this method to the NHK weather report radio program reduced the size of the required recording-sentence set to just a fraction of that required by a comparable method. After integrating the recording voice of the sentence set into the speech database, speech was synthesized using templates. In a paired comparison test, 66 % of the speech samples produced by the proposed voice synthesizer using templates were preferred to those produced by a conventional voice synthesizer. In an evaluation test using a five-point MOS scale, the speech samples generated by the proposed voice synthesizer scored 4.97, whereas the highest score achieved by a commercially available voice synthesizer was 3.09. We also developed an automatic broadcast system for the weather report program using the proposed speech-synthesis method and speech-rate converter. The system has been evaluated using real weather data for more than 1 year, and has been shown to have sufficient stability and synthesized speech quality for broadcast use.
